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About This Software

Take control of your cluttered desktop and make way for a clean creative workspace with Fences, the perfect Windows
organizational solution. Fences has a little something for everyone: it collects your icons, files, and folders in shaded areas that

can be hidden with a simple double-click, and even creates desktop pages you can swipe through for easy sorting.

Creatives will appreciate the extra desktop space created by tucking files away in nearby Fences while they paint, design, edit
and more. Project-based files and assets are where they need to be, one click away, exactly when you need them. Fences can

also be dragged anywhere on the desktop, snapped to the sides, spread across multiple pages, or even rolled up with the click of
a mouse.

If you stream or create video content, instantly make your desktop viewer friendly by activating Fences to eliminate all icons in
an easy double-click. Ready to bring them back to the desktop? Double-click again to make all of your Fences reappear exactly

where you left them.

Tired of searching through dozens of icons to find what you need or simply looking for a way to keep your favorite games in an
easy-to-find section on your desktop? Then Fences is the tool for you.

Features

 Custom-sized shaded areas for organizing your desktop

 Navigate the folder structure directly from within a fence
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 Roll up fences to the title-bar for cleaner desktops

 Blur the wallpaper behind fences (Windows 10 only)

 Use Fences on modern, high-DPI monitors

 Double click the desktop to hide/reveal icons

 Swipe between multiple pages of fences

Technical Features

 Define rules for organizing your desktop icons

 Snapshot fences layout for easy restoration

 Maintain per-screen resolution or scale fences to screen size

 Customize icon and fence spacing
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Genre: Utilities
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Stardock
Publisher:
Stardock
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Object Desktop
Release Date: 29 Mar, 2017
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English,Simplified Chinese,French,German,Dutch,Polish,Russian
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i sat here for 5 mins with a rapid-auto click macro to be able to write this review... i like your software stardock please bring
more of it to steam, if you bring it here i will buy it

dont pirate it.. its only 10$ and its good software that is worth it for the low asking price. The issue I had below was solved but
uninstalling the program, putting my computer into sleep mode, and then reinstalling without restarting my computer like the
program says you should.
I'm sure the sleep mode step isn't a contributing factor in the slightest, so if you experience this issue, this may also help you and
I hope this is another way of fixing this problem.
If for some reason this was a fluke though, dont be afraid to keep the program as using it doesn't use time and if you can't get it
fixed within 14 days with any of the fixes the devs provide you or what I said, a refund is still possible.
-Old-
Loved using this program for years and it's great
When they actually let you install it
It seems with the most recent update, and it's been an issue on and off for the past year or so that the program fails to
authenticate through steam, and they don't provide you with a product key. Now the program is essentially useless and can't be
installed at all. I don't recommend you purchase this right now until this is fixed once and for all by either making this not an
issue or simply providing steam users product keys to solve this very simple issue.. An excellent software,For people who can't
be tidy by nature.It's a good choice to use it with Wallpaper Engine.BTW,we need more languages,please add Chinese.

想要更多销量吗？汉化吧！. I can finally access my 40GB of por... Work folders from my desk!. At this time Fences is very buggy
especially version 3.07, it has been reverted back to 3.05 but it still will not let you transfer a exe file from one fence to another
and its extremly laggy..wouldn't recommend for now at this time its just annoying..

[Update] the problems above have been fixed in the latest update and i'm more than fair to give ffences the thumbs up as its a
program i really enjoy and basically keeps my windows orderly..recommended.
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Had a copy of 2.0 running that I pirated years ago. Felt really bad that I've been using this software for so long without paying
the developers a dime. Decided last night to purchase it in since I saw it suggested to me on Steam. I also picked up Start10.

Keep up the great work Stardock!. Fences is a great way to customize your desktop. The main feature is the ability to create
fences, these are like folders on your desktop, I have 3 fences (games, programs & other) and this really helps for oranization
but it also makes your desktop look amazing. The next feature is the ability to hide all icons/fences by double clicking on your
desktop, this is by far my favourite feature. There are lots of other features (e.g. the ability to change the colour/opacity of
fences or create folder portals) so in my opinion this program is great for anyone who likes customizing their computer. 8/10.
This software is amazing. I was tired of having a cluttered desktop. So I needed something to clean it up. Then I found this
software called Fences from Stardock. It cleans up your desktop by allowing you to hide icons in special sections called fences.
You can organize them, name them and arrange them any way you want. It is fantastic and is highly recommended for anyone
who wants to clean up or organize their desktop.. Amazing program ! Love to use it every day , its nice combo with Wallpaper
Engine .. This software is what I needed for long. I have long lasting issues with desktop organization and now I can easily
manage the needed icons in groups and categories so I can find exactly what I need when time comes. Only complain that seems
unavoidable - when I move one icon from one fence to another I accidently launch other program in that stack, and happened
many tiimes, but its a windows issue it seems. Fences also can be rolled over to get view of the home screen, so for people who
wants to organize their rather chaotic home screen this is a useful tool.. Fantastic program for organzing your desktop. When I
press F5, no one can escape from my eyes. xDD. I can finally access my 40GB of por... Work folders from my desk!. Great for
organisational junkies that have too much stuff on their desktop

Groupy is Now Available on Steam:

Get what you’ve always wanted from Windows: browser-like tabs for your apps!

Keep all your apps together in browser-like tabs with Groupy! This app will transform the way you use your PC. A popular
utility app from the makers of Fences and Multiplicity, Groupy lets Windows users group desktop windows together as easily as
browsers group websites together.

Groupy is a killer app that will let you take things like Microsoft Office programs, Adobe Creative Suite apps, File Explorer
windows, and much more, and put them into tabbed groups. Just like modern web browsers group their websites together, you
can now do that with all of the Windows apps on your desktop, making for a cleaner and more efficient experience.

Creating groups is simple: drag a window to another window and combine them into a single window, with tabs showing in the
title bar. For example, open multiple web browsers, all in one set of tabs, or Office applications like Excel and Word, all in a
single, easy-to-use window.
To ungroup, simply drag the tab off the group. Save existing groups and launch them at a later time, contained and ready to go.

Once a group is created, you can quickly switch between different windows with a simple hot-key or by clicking on the tab.
Groupy can also automatically add launched programs into an existing tabbed group.

Groupy works on Windows 10, 8, and 7.
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Features: 

Drag and drop applications together to group them under a common tabbed interface

Organize multiple applications and documents together for convenient access

Group related tabs together for optimal workflow

Save groups of applications together for future usage

Manage tabs in quick and natural ways with the browser-like interface

Add new tabs to existing groups quickly and easily

Mouseover tabs to preview the window contents

. Fences is Now Available on Steam:

Fences Launches on Steam. Stardock’s Fences v3.05 Update Release:
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Today, Stardock released an update for Fences. Version 3.05 includes Simplified Chinese language support along with some
adjustments to existing features. Fences allows a user to automatically organize their Windows desktop shortcuts and icons in
shaded areas that can be hidden by double-clicking to reduce clutter. 

A recent demand for Fences from the Asia / Pacific marketplace prompted the new Simplified Chinese language addition.
Simplified Chinese language support brings the organization benefits and desktop control features of Fences to an audience of
over 1.3 billion people more seamlessly than ever before.

In addition to Simplified Chinese language support, Fences 3.05 offers a number of updates and fixes, including better rule
handling and adjustments for Microsoft’s Windows 10 Insider builds. 

Fences is $9.99 and is available through Stardock[www.stardock.com] and Steam. To see Fences in action, view the new
Quick Tips video series on YouTube. For more information about Fences and Stardock’s suite of desktop customization and
productivity applications, visit http://www.objectdesktop.com. 

Full Change Log:

FEATURE: Added simplified Chinese Localization
UPDATE: Heuristic improvements (icons go where they should go and shouldn't fall out of fences)
UPDATE: Improved start process (users were having to right-click on desktop to show Fences)
UPDATE: Fixed Folder Portal spacing for Windows 10 Insider Redstone-3 Fast Track, spacing logic tweak for RS2
UPDATE: Improved bug reporting
FIX: Fixed issue where drag/drop into a roll-up fence failed
FIX: Fixed issue where hidden icons would save excessively during mousedown events
FIX: Fences could crash while performing activities such as switching monitors, resizing desktop area, initial startup
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